Abstract: Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) can be used in ocean exploration and lake pollution monitoring. They use acoustic media to achieve sensor communications. UWSNs are essentially different from terrestrial RF-based sensor networks due to its highly variable, long propagation delay, and mobility nature. In this paper, we first describe our experimental design of low-cost underwater sensor nodes for deployment in a shallow underwater environment. Then, we propose two UWSN Medium Access Control (MAC) enhancements that can adapt to long acoustic delay: 1) topologyware scheduling scheme to save more energy, and 2) a coordination protocol among neighbours to reduce the frame queuing delay during MAC operations. Our experimental results show the energy efficiency of our UWSN MAC protocol.
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INTRODUCTION
Underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs) have a large potential set of useful applications. A sensor network distributed in a reservoir or source of water can be very important for monitoring the water quality of the level of pH, toxicity, salinity, etc. Additionally there is a growing area of research using distributed sensor networks for antisubmarine warfare, torpedo defense, mine countermeasures, and other underwater defense applications.
Terrestrial and underwater sensor networks have vast disparities not only between their operating environments but also between their technical developments. For example, terrestrial sensor networks use RF (radio frequency) as wireless medium. However, RF propagation has very limited communication range, e.g., Mica-2 transmit range has been measured as less than one meter in fresh water . Even through long-wavelength RF can penetrate water for a longer distance, it requires large transmit power and large antenna, making it inappropriate for small and low-power sensor nodes. Hence, underwater acoustic communication provides an important alternative since acoustic sound travels faster and longer in water than in air .
The speed of sound under water is typically around 1500 m/s. RF propagates over air at approximately 3×10 8 m/s, five orders of magnitude faster than the sound under water. Furthermore, the speed of sound changes dramatically (up to 100 m/s) due to pressure, salinity, and temperature . The slow propagation time also causes interference problems among multiple signals. For example, once a given symbol (or bit) of information reaches a receiver, it continues to propagate through the medium. In shallow water, reflections off the waters surface as well as the bottom are common. This reflection can potentially continue to reverberate inside the acoustic channel, and arrive at the receiver again. This information can combine with another symbol or symbols, causing an effect known as intersymbol interference (ISI) (Sozer et al. 2000) . Because of the slow propagation time, one symbol may interfere with many other symbols as it continues to reverberate throughout the channel. Additionally bandwidth of the underwater channel is limited to approximate 100 kHz due to an absorptive factor of water at frequencies above 100 kHz. For longer range applications, communications are limited to an even more restricted bandwidth as higher frequencies attenuate more quickly under water.
Most commercially available underwater communication systems (LinkQuest; DSPComm) are designed for long range communications with link distances of several kilometres. These modems can carry sustained data rates of approximately 100 bps to 40 kbps. Furthermore, these systems function only as modems and they are not capable of adding any of the protocol layers above the data link layer without the addition of another processing unit, i.e., laptop or microcontroller. The authors in (Yang et al. 2002) describe a design of a low cost sensor node for ad-hoc underwater communications with an interface to a surface buoy. This system uses Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) modulation; however achieved bit rate is not specified. The use of ASK modulation underwater is problematic due ISI caused by reflections in an underwater channel. The system allows for no easy expansion of its current capacity and throughput without a complete redesign of the hardware. Commercially available underwater communication systems have an extremely high cost, i.e., US$10,000 or more LinkQuest) . The necessity for a cost effective system to function as an underwater testbed is paramount.
There are very few works on UWSN MAC design. The authors in (Xie et al. 2000) developed code distribution techniques with CDMA on MAC for underwater acoustic networks. The authors in (Molins 2006) extended radiobased sensor network MAC approaches to UWSNs based on TDMA principle. The paper (Rodoplu et al. 2005) adapted Carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) techniques for underwater networks. An upper bound on the performance of a land sensor network for multi-hop sensor networks was presented in (Gibson et al. 2007a) , and the bound is achievable with a perfect scheduling algorithm. The paper (Gibson et al. 2007b ) provides a multi-hop analysis under a string topology under Aloha protocol. The paper ) presented a reservation based MAC protocol, called Tone Lohi (T-Lohi), which detects and counts the number of contenders during the reservation and uses this information in building a traffic adaptive back-off algorithm. The slow propagation enables nodes to detect and count contenders, as long as the contention frames occupy the channel with duration much less than the propagation delay. However, we believe that the opportunities in underwater MACs have not been fully explored, particularly in low-cost and short-range networks.
In this paper, we first introduce our UWSN design hardware/software prototype design with acoustic communication capabilities, while transport layer, routing layer, and some other protocols are omitted. Our system architecture utilizes a single fixed-point DSP, to handle all signal processing and communications, coupled with an analog board responsible for amplification and signal conditioning. Then we propose two MAC enhancements for reducing energy consumption and queuing delay. Our developed system to be reported in this article is a prototype that can provide a low-cost test-bed to be used for short-to-medium range sensor networks. Since an UWSN typically uses a tree-based routing architecture to collect sensing data from the deep water to the surface in a hop-to-hop relay approach, it is not necessary to get all neighbors involved into the MAC scheduling calculations. We will first propose a topology-aware MAC scheduling scheme to save more energy for those neighbors not in the relay path. Then we adopt a coordination protocol among neighbors to reduce the frame queuing delay during MAC operations.
UNDERWATER NODE DESIGN
While this design's focus lies in transferring traditionally hardware-centric tasks, such as modulation and demodulation, into more easily configurable software routines to create an end unit with relatively low cost, one area of hardware (transducers) still represents a significant cost for any underwater communication platform. Hydrophones, used to convert the electrical signals into sound waves and vice versa, cost approximately US$1000, even for small transducers designed for shorter range applications (International Transducer Corporation). Therefore a cheaper alternative than commercially available hydrophones was needed. Two concepts were used to construct cheap, but effective transducers.
The first concept we came up with was to utilize the back of a sports-watch, with two leads soldered onto the piezzodisc used to make the watch beep. While this alternative is proved to be effective, optimal frequency response of all sports-watches tested did not occur until at least 10 kHz or higher. For this application good frequency response would be needed in the 3 to 4 kHz range (to reduce the number of baseband samples taken at the analog-to-digital (ADC) converter without re-sampling, further explained in the later of the section about software). These hydrophone alternatives can be created fairly inexpensively, depending on the cost of the watch.
The second concept we used is a small loud speaker in which the paper cone was waterproofed. These speakers produced an audibly louder tone at the desired frequency range, and were used as both the transmitting and receiving hydrophones, shown in Figure 1 . The cost of this solution is around US$1.50, and this allows effective communication for the desired range without the expense of traditional transducers.
Each underwater node needs to interface with sensors which provide information about the environment being monitored. These sensors can cover a large variety of fields and such an underwater node may have to interface with a large number of sensors providing a variety of data. Our sensor node, like many others, deals strictly with voltage supply sensors. These sensors change their voltage in reaction to changes in the phenomenon they monitor. For this application two sensors were used, pH and temperature. Regardless of the type of sensor used, the signal must be conditioned so that it produces a valid signal for the analogto-digital converter (ADC). The signal conditioning circuits for the two sensors used are provided here.
The pH amplifier has a constant gain of 2.4. The pH amplifier design consists of a non-inverting amplifier, as shown in Figure 2 . An operational amplifier which can accept high impedance sources was needed because the Sensorex pH sensor used (S200CD) has an impedance of 50MΩ, and the underwater node's ADC can only accept at most 5kΩ sources. The temperature amplifier has a constant gain of 2, and this helps better cover the analog range covered by the ADC and provide greater precision To make local intelligent sensor data processing (such as noise removing) and to execute acoustic communications protocols with neighbouring underwater node, a microcontroller is used to control all sensors. It is a Microchip (model: dsPIC33FJ256GP710). It is a fixed-point digital signal processor with 256kB of DMA-capable memory. A fixed-point processor was chosen because a floating-point processor is much more expensive, and requires substantially more power to operate. The fixedpoint processor is much more suited towards our low cost/low power goal.
The microcontroller also has a substantial amount of RAM (100 K bytes), which is necessary due to the large amount of memory consumed by sampling and signal processing. The microcontroller's Direct Memory Access (DMA) system is also in use, which allows the sampled symbols to be placed into memory directly, instead of consuming valuable CPU cycles moving the samples from the Analog-to-Digital Convert (ADC) to memory. It allows a symbol to be demodulated concurrently with sampling, so that no samples are lost due to a long demodulation calculation.
The microcontroller is packaged with an interface board, which contains peripherals that are directly accessible to the processor. These include a variety of digital I/O ports, a digital potentiometer-based Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), and a 10-bit/12-bit ADC. Having these peripherals integrated directly with the CPU saves substantial development time, power, and cost.
Thus, each underwater node we designed includes the following components: (1) Microcontroller with intelligent data processing and wireless communication capabilities, (2) sensors to collect analog underwater parameters such as pH values, (3) acoustic transmitter and receiver, and (4) batteries and others. Figure 3 shows the fabricated underwater node we made.
Figure 3 Microcontroller (right) and Interface board (left)
The modulation scheme chosen for this project was Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) modulation. FSK works by changing the frequency of the carrier depending upon which binary symbol is supposed to be represented. In this system only a 2-level FSK is used, i.e., there are only two carriers. In this scenario each carrier represents only a single bit. A more complex system might use several different carriers, to represent multiple bits at a single time. For instance four carriers could represent two bits, where the presence of any given carrier would represent a specific combination of two bits ('00', '01', '10', '11').
For sensor node described in this paper the two carriers were located at 2.5 kHz representing a '0' bit and 3.5 kHz representing a '1' bit. The spacing between these two carriers was arbitrarily decided upon. Carriers in FSK must be spaced far enough apart so that the receiver can correctly discern between any two given carriers. Since this system was design to only use two carriers the carriers were placed 1 kHz apart on the assumption that this would be enough to distinguish between them at the receiver. This will be discussed at length in the demodulation section.
Modulation was designed to originally be able to generate the carriers at runtime within the system. However, due to truncation problems with fixed-point arithmetic, the two carriers were statically generated and stored with in the system. Each of the carriers is generated using the following formula:
where t is a vector of times defined from 0 to the end of the period of the wave, T=1/f. The resolution of this vector is defined by the sampling frequency of D/A converter. MaxVal defines the maximum amplitude for the waveform. The microprocessor's D/A has a resolution of 8-bits, so its maximum value is 255. For this system the D/A sampling frequency has been set to 8 kHz. The sampling frequency was selected because the maximum frequency to transmit is 3.5 kHz, and Nyquist's sampling theorem states that to maintain the properties of the original waveform it must be sampled at greater than twice its maximum frequency, and 8 kHz was the closest sampling frequency to Nyquist that could be obtained on the digital signal processor board. The modulation is accomplished by repeating the appropriate carrier wave stored in memory multiple times to achieve the desired bit rate in the system. The maximum bitrate achieved was 16 bits/second. The system originally needed to maintain 8 bits/second to keep up with the receivers DMA, however additional gains were necessary to assure no loss of time samples. This will be discussed further in the later of the section about demodulation.
Additionally it was assumed that the receiver would be able to detect energy in the frequencies of interest, and immediately start sampling, however the sampling system takes time to start up. To help the receiver align each symbol to be demodulated, a chirp wave is transmitted prior to the frames preamble. This necessity will again be discussed at length in the later of the section about demodulation. An oscilloscope capture of transmitted symbols from the modulation circuit is shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4 Modulation of a typical frame
Once the digital signal processor receives a signal from the level detector circuit the demodulation process begins. This starts by initiating a Direct Memory Access (DMA) routine capturing samples from the A/D to internal buffers, without the need for direct interaction of the digital signal processor. The DMA allows the A/D to take samples and place them in buffers without taking clock cycles away from the DSP. This allows the DSP to accomplish other computationally expensive tasks. The DSP copy the samples after a block is completed by the sampling routine. To ensure that the DSP does not miss any samples, the DMA runs two buffers in what is known as ping-pong mode. In this mode one buffer is filled with samples, and then while that buffer is being internally copied, it fills a second buffer. The DSP allocates a total of 1024 bytes for the total DMA memory space. This space was simply split in half, and each buffer takes up 512 samples. Each carrier wave is also constructed of 512 samples, to match this buffer length. The A/D has a resolution of 12 bits, is also clocked at 8 kHz.
However, the DMA takes time to initiate, and since the level-detector does not take a deterministic amount of time to determine the presence of a signal, the exact starting location of a symbol must be computed within the buffer. A chirp wave is used to help compute exactly where in any given buffer the symbol begins (an example of a delayed chirp occurring in a buffer is shown in Figure 5 ). The chirp wave is half of the duration of a symbol and sweeps linearly from 2.5kHz to 3.5kKz. To ensure that the level-detector will activate prior to the arrival of the chirp, it is preceded by a 2.5kHz carrier wave of the same duration.
Figure 5 Received Chirp Signals
The starting location of a chirp within the first buffer is computed using a matched filter. The reason a chirp must be transmitted and single carrier cannot be used is because a carrier has virtually no bandwidth, and matched filters produce resolution in time (i.e., a precise location indicating the start of the chirp wave) only when given sufficient frequency bandwidth. The index into the buffer where the chirp wave begins is computed using a matched filter as follows:
where x ref is the reference signal, i.e., the expected signal, in this case the chirp signal, and x is the actual received signal. The output of the matched filter function is shown in Figure  6 . As it shows the function has a maximal output where the reference signal begins within the given buffer of samples. The delay incurred in computing this index however, need only be computed once per transmission, and introduces more robust receiving capabilities into the system for further expandability.
Figure 6 Matched Filter Output
In terms of system software architecture, during normal operation, the sensor node is in reception mode, listening for commands from the main node. The sensor node only transmits when it is told to by the master node. The following state machine (Figure 7) shows the operational behaviour of the sensor node: The majority of the system is in sleep mode until the level detection circuitry detects an input signal strong enough to be a possible command. The level detector then wakes up the DSP, ADC, and Input Amplifier to read and demodulate the signal. If this signal is not an actual frame (i.e., the preamble is not detected) the system goes back into sleep mode and awaits another signal. If the signal is a valid frame, the system switches into transmission mode to transmit an acknowledgement and any requested. The DAC and Output Amplifier are activated, and the T/R switch is set to transmit mode. After the new message is modulated, it is sent through the circuitry. The system will wait for an acknowledgement, and retransmit the data if one is not received. Once completed, the DSP sets the T/R circuitry back to receive mode, powers down non-essential peripherals, and waits for the next reception. In the case of the master node, the data is also forwarded to the computer GUI via the serial port.
A test was conducted using these procedures. The system master node is connected to a PC via a RS-232 connection at 2400 baud. The master node has no sensors of its own in this case. The slave nodes maintain the sensors for the system (in this case the pH and temperature sensors). The slave nodes are set poll its sensors for information every 30 seconds. Once the sensor data is retrieved a frame is constructed and the CRC of the frame computed. The system achieved its theoretical bit-rate of 15.625 bits/sec. The maximum number of retransmissions observed (within the Rubber-made test tank used) was 10. An average bit error rate (BER) of 0.091 was observed. As predicted the CRC did not avoid all errors, some frames were deemed error free when there was at least one bit error contained within the frame. These can be seen in Figure 8 where spikes are present on the GUI graph of pH temperature results.
Figure 8 Underwater Sensor Data Collection GUI

UWSN MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL DESIGN
Background and Protocol
There are only a few works on underwater sensor network acoustic-oriented MAC design (Xie et al. 2000; Molins et al. 2006; Rodoplu et al. 2005; Syed et al. 2006 ). Among them the Rodoplu's protocol (Rodoplu et al. 2005 ) is one of the good designs. The main idea behind Rodoplu's protocol is to minimize the energy wastage in acoustic channel access. The main two sources of this energy wastage are channel access collisions (CAC) and idle listening (IL).
In the CAC case, at least one of the frames is destroyed by the other frame's signal. As the basics of our future discussion, here we simply review three typical types of CAC cases as follows:
(1) CAC-RT: called as Receiving-Transmission (RT) collision. It happens when a node A begins transmitting a frame while it is still in the process of receiving frame from node B (see Figure 9) . Implementing a simple carrier sense mechanism can avoid the collision completely. (2) CAC-TR: i.e., Transmission-Receiving (TR) collision. It happens when node A is transmitting a frame while another frame form node B begins arriving at the A's receiver (see Figure 10 ). This sort of collisions cannot be avoided through channel sensing because the reception is happening after the transmission has begun. The main reason behind such type of collisions is the high acoustic propagation delay in the underwater environment (it could be 8 ms for a 10m of distance). Figure 11 , it takes place where the frames from nodes B and C arrives at the A's receiver with overlapping reception time, thus resulting in losing the frames from both B and C. It may or may not be due to the hidden terminal problem, i.e., neither B nor C are aware of other's transmissions. A simple channel sensing can not solve the problem since they cannot hear from each other. A solution is to use request-to-send and clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) control frames before official data transmission. The second reason for energy wastage is, as mentioned earlier, the idle listening, which is defined by the time that the node's transceiver is actually fully functioning while there is no data to receive. Turning off the transceiver when there is no communication around can save the node's energy. This is also the motivation of using scheduling schemes among neighbouring nodes.
The concept of scheduling is to accurately predict the times to turn on the transceiver and receive a frame from a neighbour. Determining the schedules can be done in two ways: centralized and distributed. The centralized scheduling depends on a single point of command broadcast from a controller (it could be any node). On the other hand, the distributed idea could be faster and more robust by letting a node discover its own schedule based on its neighbours' situations.
Rodoplu's protocol allows the nodes to construct their schedules individually. Basically the node listens to the channel in the first frame in order to collect the receiving schedules from all the first-hop neighbours. Then it can select its own transmitting slot. After that, the node can go to sleep in the non-working slots of future frames to save its energy. The improvement in energy consumption is significant because the node can limit its idle listening times and turn on the receiver only when there is a scheduled time slot and when it has data to send. Figures 12 and 13 give a scheduling example of a group of nodes with the frame length of 1 second. The un-numbered slots represent the frame transmission of a node, and the numbered slots reflect the scheduled receiving slots tagged with the sending source of the frame. The grey periods represent the sleeping times where there are no data to send / receive. The Rodoplu's protocol has also introduced an algorithm to enable new comers to join the already formed schedules even after the nodes sleep out of the scheduled periods. The key point is to allow the nodes to listen for extra time after the receiving is done to see if there are changes in the neighbourhood's schedule. Dealing with mobility and propagation fluctuations due to the underwater environment was also addressed by introducing the early/late wake up times and missing neighbours' list respectively.
Enhancement MAC -Topology-aware approach
In Rodoplu's protocol, a node has to listen and schedule the receiving for all its first-hop neighbours even if the node does not consider a neighbour as a relaying node. In many routing protocols, each node usually selects a set of nodes from its neighbours as relaying nodes in order to deliver the sent frames to the destination. In other words, the nodes are concern with communicating with only the nodes that give the connectivity to the network or to the tree root in the following case. In a typical UWSN, a node collects underwater sensing data and sends it to its parent node (see Figure 14 shaded dots in water Depth i+1 and Depth i). This depth-to-depth relay approach can finally deliver the data to the tree root -the surface station. If a node does not have parent node (see Figure l4 empty dots), it can search a multi-hop path in the same water depth and send the data to the node with parent node, which can help to deliver the data to a upstream node. We call the nodes without parent nodes as "orphans". In topology discovery protocol we developed in this research, any node can select only one node from its neighbours to be the relaying node. This relay node can be called a parent node (in the vertical direction) or a brother (in the horizontal direction) depending on the position of the selected node.
We define a node's "vital neighbour" as a set including its parent node, brother nodes (with parent nodes), and its children nodes in the tree (see below notation). Those vital neighbours form the providers of the vital links in the network since they can help relay its sensing data. Figure 15 has some examples of vital neighbour nodes. In the first example, node 7 can use its parent (node 29) to relay data; in the second example, node 11 uses its brother (node 28) to relay data since node 11 is an orphan (i.e., without a parent node). Figure 16 shows the receiving schedules of nodes 7 and 11's neighbouring nodes, respectively. The marked time slots (using rectangle around the node ID) represent the receiving times from vital neighbours. Suppressing nonvital neighbours' time slots by keeping the receivers of those nodes in the sleep mode, in other words, deleting the corresponding scheduled slots of non-vital neighbours, does not affect the connectivity of the network at all (from the viewpoint of data forwarding to the root node in the water surface). A direct benefit of this suppressing is to decrease the energy consumption of the network by increasing the nodes' sleeping times.
Figure 16 Nodes 11 and 7's neighbours' receiving schedules
We have used Matlab to conduct UWSN MAC simulations for the above ideas. Figures 17-18 shows the effect of suppressing the non-vital neighbours on the total energy consumption of the network. As expected, the life span of the network has been increased because of the decreasing of the energy wastage in idle and non-vital link listening. This can be seen from the slope changes of different curves. As we can see from Figures 19-20 , the network connectivity (how much percentage of nodes are reachable) gets better due to slower speed of node energy exhaustion. In Figures 21-22 , we can see that the communication overhead is much less due to the suppression of non-vital neighbours' transceivers. 
MAC Enhancement through Queuing Delay Reduction
In Rodoplu's protocol the nodes select their transmissions slots randomly. Basically, each node has to listen for the channel at least for one frame in which it collects the receiving schedules for all first-hop neighbours. So the only coordination that a node can do is to make sure that its transmission is not colliding with any of its neighbour's transmissions. This means that each node has to make sure that its transmission is not causing Type 1 collisions (CAC-RT). This can be achieved by the carrier sense mechanism.
On the other hand, Type 2 collisions (CAC-TR) can still happen. However a complex processing and interacting between the two nodes can detect the occurrence of such a collision. This can be achieved by forcing the nodes to perform an extra check on the selected transmission time slot. This extra work can cause unnecessary amount of processing overheads.
Type 3 collisions (CAC-RR) have the highest probability to happen because of the hidden terminal problem. While in MAC layer each node only considers the first-hop neighbours, the knowledge about the two-hop neighbours is needed to avoid CAC-RR. Again the processing overhead could be high.
In addition to the abovementioned collision problem, the Rodoplu's protocol does not account for the queuing delay introduced by the randomness in selecting the transmission time slot at its next-hop neighbours. In more details, a node (say A) selects its transmission time slot randomly without considering the transmission schedule for a next-hop neighbour (say B), as shown in Figure 23 . In this particular case, any transmission from A has to wait for at least a queuing delay occurring at node B, in addition to the acoustic propagation delays (it is significant compared to RF case). The minimum queuing delay that could happen in one-hop distance is zero. This is the case that the receiving from Node A happens exactly at the scheduled transmission time slot at Node B. On the other hand, the maximum queuing delay can happen when node B is receiving A's frame at the very beginning of the frame. The extreme starting time for a reception from any node is bounded by the time of completely receiving the frame and the propagation delay. This is actually the case where A is scheduling its transmission at the beginning of the frame that is time zero. So the receiving delay of the frame at B will be the propagation delay plus the transmission delay (or 1 time slot time), i.e., Propagation Delay + Slot Duration.
To solve the queuing delay problems, we propose an enhanced scheme to Rodoplu's MAC protocol. To minimize the queuing delay at the next hop node, each node has to schedule its transmission in such a way to make the receiving schedule at the next-hop node happen just before the sending time slot of the next-hop node. Following the same example given previously, (i.e., node A is a child of node B; and node B is a child of node C), the basic concept is to design the schedules of those nodes as shown in Figure  24 . To make our above idea more complete, we need to consider more complex cases such as the hidden terminal problem. As we know, the RTS/CTS handshaking can avoid most collisions caused by the hidden terminal problems. The solution lying behind is to ask the nodes to listen to the RTS or CTS frames, and to defer their transmission for the data transmission duration announced in the NAV field of CTS frames. However, in the underwater environment, implementing the above RTS/CTS handshaking is not encouraged because of the high acoustic propagation delay. This will increase the probability of causing a collision of the RTS frames and degrade the performance accordingly. So there is a need to exploit the two-hop information through scheduling procedure rather than depending on RTS/CTS exchanging.
Our ultimate goal is to design a protocol that would consider the network topology information to minimize the queuing delay at the next-hop node and to decrease the probability of collisions, specially the collisions caused by the hidden terminal problem. As mentioned earlier, solving the hidden terminal collision can not be achieved without the knowledge of the two-hop nodes' scheduling information. We can then ask the nodes to broadcast their schedule information at the beginning of their transmission slot.
Assuming that all the nodes have the same frame and time slot lengths, our defined MAC layer frame format is shown in Figure 25 . This frame format has been implemented in our UWSN prototype (described in Section 2). The receiving fields can be more than 4 depending on the complexity of the sender's operations. Scheduled transmission tells the receiver the time that the sender started to transmit. The field is mainly for the local synchronization purpose. Next time to transmit, the same concept as in Rodoplu's protocol, is used at the receiver to expect the next receiving schedule in the next frame of the sender. The routing information contains the fields of general ad hoc network routing protocols (such as the AODV broadcast ID), and the payload contains the sensed data. Figure 26 is an example of constructing a schedule for a node that has the shown frame fields with a frame length of 2 seconds. Any node that wants to join the network has to first listen to the medium for at least one complete frame in order to get the whole picture about the neighbours' schedules, and to sense and construct its local receiving schedules. The scheme is similar to (Xiao et al. 2006) . Then it compares all the routing information collected from neighbours to select a single node to be its next hop node or the parent. Note that there are some good UWSN routing protocols available. Please see ) for a good survey. We have also designed a 3-D tree-based routing scheme, which will be published in the separate paper. After that, it combines all the schedules received from neighbours to calculate its own transmission time slot so that the receiving at the selected parent node will be as close as the parent's transmission time slot.
As an example, consider our experimental UWSN topology in which node A is trying to connect to node B which is connected to node F (see Figure 27 right The decision to connect to node B should be made after listening for the medium for at least one frame time. In Figure 28 , suppose that node C is connected to node D, and node E is connected to node G. At the end of the first frame, the data collected at node A will look like Figure 27 (left diagram). Please notice the existence of propagation delays. Now node A can add the schedules from node B and node C to its own schedule.
Then the schedules of node A and all the affected neighbouring nodes B, E will be like Figure 28 . The only scenario that may cause a problem is when there is another node X that is close to node A, and also tries to connect to node B. Both the nodes A and X will select the same time slot to schedule a transmission since both hear the same schedules. To avoid such a situation, the nodes A and X will select a random time slot to send requests to node B that will announce the calculated transmission schedules. For the first one to get through, node B will reply to it in the next frame. Then only one node is allowed to join at a certain moment. This technique can be thought as forcing serialization at node B in order to avoid future collisions from node A and node X.
A node cannot send its schedule until it gets the permission from its parent node after requesting the participation. In this way, node X will be invisible to node A when it selects the transmission slot. When node A gets the permission from node B, it starts sending the schedule as soon as possible, so that node X would rely on node A to calculate the transmission slot later on.
From our above proposed ideas, each node's receiving schedule will be as close as possible to its next-hop nodes' transmission schedules. In many cases it would not be just before the transmission slot, because of the risk of colliding with other transmissions from other nodes. However, compared to Rodoplu's protocol, our scheme decreases the queuing delay dramatically and allows faster source-to-sink event reporting. Another advantage is minimizing the number of collisions in the network and hence increasing the connectivity of the network.
Most of our MAC experimental results showed zero collisions, shown in Table 1 , which is due to the sharing of the schedules of two-hop neighbourhood.
